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Mandatory proposal template for Materials Market
8 October 2019

Submission deadline and procedure: Submit this file to oliver.straser@ph-freiburg.de
Strict deadline for submission will be 1 May 2019.
Personal Information:
Title ‘xxx’
Authors, Institutions, Email adress(es)

Kind of Material (Please mark with a cross, one only)
PD materials
Classroom materials supporting PD
Tables needed (Please mark with a cross, one only)
1 table (100 cm x 60 cm)
2 tables (100 cm x 60 cm)
Summary of your work: Please give a short (max. 300 words) outline of the material you plan to
exhibit at the conference and cover important aspects such as focus, background, specific features
(including specific teaching approaches such as IBL) or aims, school subjects concerned,
designer/owner, languages available, etc.
o Please also briefly describe the context in which the materials have been developed,
trialled or used (e.g. in EU projects, etc.) and whether your PD (classroom) materials are
available online (in particular whether they are on the Scientix platform)
o Also, highlight any specific relevance of the materials for being presented at the
Educating-the-Educators conference
o Provide references when relevant
Please make use of the style guide (next page) so that we can easily publish your abstract, e.g. in the conference booklet.
Please delete style guide below after writing your proposal

Your text (max. 300 words):

1.

This is the first major section heading (Heading Style)

Authors should select General Paragraph style when typing the paragraphs of any section. Paragraphs should be indented
and there should be no line space between paragraphs.

2.

This is the second major section heading (Heading Style)

3.

This is the third major section heading (Heading Style)

References should follow the Harvard system. In the text the surname of the author and the year of publication of the
reference is given in Author_A, (2001).
Two or more references by the same authors published in the same year are differentiated by letters a, b, c etc. For
references with more than two authors, text citations should be shortened to the first name followed by et al.
Here are two examples of citation: Recent results (Author_A and Author_B 2002); Author_B et. al. (2003) indicate that...
References should be listed in alphabetical order at the end of the paper. References by the same author(s) should be in
chronological order.
Journal references should include: author's surname and initials; initials and surnames of remaining authors; year of
publication; article title (where provided); abbreviated journal title, volume number and page numbers.
References to books should include: author's surname and initials; initials and surnames of remaining authors; year of
publication; the book title; the name of the publisher and place of publication.
References to multi-author works should include after the year of publication; the chapter title (where provided); 'In:'
followed by book title; initials and name(s) of editor(s); volume number and pages; the name of the publisher and place of
publication.
3.1. This is the first subheading of the third section heading (Subheading style)
Authors may insert a table, or a figure, anywhere within the paper.
Please note that all illustration material must be supplied in black and white, as coloured lines and photographs cannot be
adequately reproduced in the final printed form. If you insert objects in the document (image, graphic, table, and so on)
care should be taken that they are not linked to another file.
Illustrations should be pasted into position on the typed pages as close as possible to the first reference to them. They
should be centred. The number and caption of the figure must always appear below the figure and should be written in
Caption style.

Figure 1. Title of the figure (Caption style)

All tables must be centred and clear. The number and title always appears above the table written in Caption style. The
following is an example of how to insert a table.
Table 1. Title of the table (Caption style)
Criterion
A
B

Result 1
150
130

Result 2
180
150

Results3
100
200

3.2. This is the second subheading of the third section heading (Subheading style)
Authors may use endnotes throughout the abstract. To reference an endnote within the text, authors should use
1
2
superscript consecutive numbers . Endnotes will then be explained at the end of the abstract, before the references .

Acknowledgements (Final headings style)
The acknowledgements (e.g. to research grants) must be written using General Paragraph style.

References (Final headings style)
Author_A A., 2001, “A paper related with something", Journal Title, Vol. 01, pp. 1-5.
Author_A A., B. Author_B, 2002, “Another paper related with something", Journal Title, Vol. 01, pp. 5-15.
Author_A A., B. Author_B and C. Author_C, 2003, “Last paper related with something", Journal Title, Vol. 01, pp. 15-25.

